
  

  

Abstract—Research on facial expression recognition has been 

moving from the constrained lab scenarios to the in-the-wild 

situations and has made progress in recent years. However, it is 

still very challenging to deal with facial expression in the wild due 

to large poses and occlusion as well as illumination and intensity 

variations. Generally, existing methods mainly take the whole face 

as a uniform source of features for facial expression analysis. 

Actually, physiology and psychology research shows that some 

crucial regions such as the eye and mouth reflect the differences of 

different facial expressions, which have close relationships with 

emotion expression. Inspired by this observation, a novel 

relation-aware facial expression recognition method called 

Relation Convolutional Neural Network (ReCNN) is proposed in 

this paper, which can adaptively capture the relationship between 

crucial regions and facial expressions leading to the focus on the 

most discriminative regions for recognition. We have evaluated 

the proposed ReCNN on two large in-the-wild databases: 

AffectNet and RAF-DB. Extensive experiments on these databases 

show that our method has superior recognition accuracy 

compared with state-of-the-art methods and the relationship 

between crucial regions and facial expressions is beneficial to 

improve the performance of facial expression recognition.  

 
Index Terms—Relation-aware, facial expression recognition, 

deep convolutional neural networks, ReCNN, facial expression in 

the wild. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ACIAL expressions serve as one of the most vital affective 

signals for humans, which are thought as the external 

representations of internal emotions and feelings. Hence, facial 

expression recognition has been a hot research topic in various 

research fields such as computer vision and artificial 

intelligence [37], [44], [61], [63]. Currently, applications of 

facial expression recognition have played a crucial role for 

human-computer interaction and healthcare, especially virtual 
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reality (VR), augmented reality (AR) and driver assistant 

systems [30], [31], [42]. For example, driver assistant systems 

monitor the driver’s emotional states to improve safety [32]; 

smart healthcare systems help diagnose disease or assess the 

pain of patients based on facial expressions [60]. 

Whilst the accuracy of facial expression recognition under 

laboratory settings has been improved significantly, it still 

remains a great challenge for facial images in the wild due to its 

significant variations in illumination conditions, head poses 

and subjects’ attributes, etc. One of the key solutions to tackling 

this challenge is to represent facial expressions through more 

robust features [64]. Conventional methods mainly utilize 

hand-crafted features to represent facial expressions but they 

lack the required generalization to the wild environment. 

Recently, as the high performance of deep learning for various 

computer vision tasks, features generated by deep learning 

networks have been demonstrated to be more robust and 

effective. Therefore, emerging deep features have gradually 

replaced traditional hand-crafted features, which obtain an 

explosive rise in the performance of facial expression 

recognition. 

Much progress in facial expression recognition has been 

made using deep learning techniques, but most existing works 

completely depend on processing the whole face for 

recognition. The performance may be affected by redundant 
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Fig. 1. The differences between facial expressions often appear in crucial 
regions. All facial images are from the AffectNet [9] which is an in-the-wild 
database. (a) shows the example of the same facial expression (Happy) with high 
similarity in the eye and mouth regions from different subjects. (b) shows the 
example of two different facial expressions (Sad and Neutral) with low similarity 
in eye and mouth regions from different subjects.  



  

facial image information. Actually, the physiology and 

psychology research [6], [7] demonstrates that discriminative 

features of different facial expressions are not evenly appeared 

across the whole face. And some crucial regions such as the eye 

and mouth can well reflect the differences between facial 

expressions (see Fig. 1). Due to different facial expressions 

have explicit local variations, which correspond to crucial 

regions, it motivates us to recognize facial expressions by 

investigating and utilizing crucial regions. Furthermore, recent 

research has been shown that when people try to recognize 

different facial expressions, their attention naturally focuses on 

certain specific regions of the face [59]. For instance, the mouth 

region plays an important role in recognizing the facial 

expression of happiness and the eye region is more important 

for recognizing fear. Therefore, we can infer that there are 

certain relationships between these crucial regions and facial 

expressions can help facial expression recognition, which is 

strongly supported by physiological and psychological 

research. Although such relationships are crucial and beneficial 

for making accurate recognition, most state-of-the-art methods 

for facial expression recognition still recognize facial 

expressions depending on the whole face and deploy few 

efforts in exploiting relations. Inspired by this observation, the 

objective of this paper is to recognize facial expressions by 

utilizing the potential relations between crucial regions and 

facial expressions. 

In this paper, we propose a novel relation-aware method for 

facial expression recognition called Relation Convolutional 

Neural Network (ReCNN). Fig. 2 shows an overview of the 

ReCNN framework. ReCNN is an end-to-end architecture with 

three components: feature extraction module, crucial region 

generation module and relation module, which can adaptively 

capture the relationships between crucial regions and facial 

expressions and focus on the most discriminative regions. The 

value called relation weight is used to quantify relations, which 

can reflect the importance of crucial regions to facial 

expressions. Each final representation for facial expression 

recognition is weighed via Relation Extraction Net in relation 

module that computes the adaptive relation weight of the 

crucial region. 

ReCNN aims at extracting the discriminative representations 

to improve the performance of facial expression recognition 

through the relationship between crucial regions and facial 

expressions. The contributions include the following: 

1) We propose a novel relation-aware facial expression 

recognition method called Relation Convolutional Neural 

Network (ReCNN) based on physiology and psychology 

research. ReCNN is an end-to-end architecture which can 

adaptively capture the relationships between crucial 

regions and facial expressions and focus on the most 

discriminative regions. 

2) We propose a two-level relation module, using Relation 

Extraction Net as the crucial component, to compute the 

relation weight from coarse to fine and then use the 

relation weight to generate weighted features as a final 

representation for facial expression.  

3) We have explored the relationship between crucial 

regions and facial expressions. The evaluation on the 

in-the-wild databases of facial expression including the 

basic facial expressions and compound facial expressions 

shows that the proposed ReCNN has superior recognition 

accuracy compared with state-of-the-art methods. It 

means that the relationship is beneficial for further 

improving the facial expression recognition performance. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We first 

give a brief description of the related work on facial expression 

recognition in Section II. Section III introduces the details of 

the proposed ReCNN. Section IV shows the experimental 

results of the proposed ReCNN on two large in-the-wild 

databases. Finally, Section V concludes the whole paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

For facial expression recognition tasks, one common 

solution is first to extract robust features to represent facial 

expressions and then directly feed these features into the 

specific classifier such as support vector machines (SVM) [14], 

AdaBoost [20] and hidden Markov models (HMMs) [21] to 

recognize and classify facial expressions. Hence, according to 

 

Fig. 2.  Overview of the proposed ReCNN framework. It contains three parts for facial expression recognition: feature extraction module, crucial region 

generation module and relation module. The feature extraction module extracts the features using the pre-trained model. The crucial region generation module 
obtains the feature maps of the eye and mouth regions by cropping the feature maps of the whole face with a fixed position cropping strategy. Finally, the 

two-level relation module automatically computes the relation weights (𝑟𝑖 and 𝑅𝑖) of each crucial region from coarse to fine via the Relation Extraction Net 

and then use the relation weights to generate weighted features as a final representation for facial expression. 



  

the type of the extracted features, existing works for facial 

expression recognition can be divided into two categories: 

hand-crafted feature-based or deep learning-based methods.  

Previous approaches recognized six basic facial expressions 

defined by Ekman et al. [1] (Happy, Sad, Surprise, Disgust, 

Anger and Fear) mainly utilizing the hand-crafted features 

extracted from facial information. Hand-crafted features based 

on the type of the facial information can be classified into two 

categories: geometric features and appearance features. By 

describing the shapes and positions of the face and other facial 

components, geometric features can utilize the relationship 

between these facial components for facial expression 

recognition. Therefore, one of the key steps for geometric 

feature-based methods is to detect facial components. Most 

geometric feature-based methods utilize Active Shape Model 

(ASM) [2] and Active Appearance Model (AAM) [3] to detect 

facial components or track facial points. Appearance features 

describe the facial texture information caused by facial 

expressions such as histogram of oriented gradients (HoG) 

[12], [13], local binary pattern (LBP) [14], scale invariant 

feature transform (SIFT) [16], and Gabor features [17], [18].  

Although hand-crafted features have high performance under 

laboratory settings, these features are still not generalizable 

enough for facial images in the wild because of significant 

variations in lighting, camera view, head pose, age, gender and 

ethnicity, etc. Moreover, it is difficult to infer high-level 

categories of facial expressions through low-level hand-crafted 

features since it has a semantic gap. 

Recent progress in machine learning and deep learning, 

especially deep neural networks (DNNs), has led to an 

explosive rise in performance for the tasks of various research 

fields such as computer vision and pattern recognition [15], 

[29], [33], [38], [39], [40], [41], [62]. A large body of works 

using DNNs such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) 

[22], [23], [43], recurrent neural network (RNN) [24] and 

generative adversarial networks (GANs) [19], [25] to recognize 

facial expressions have been proposed in recent years. 

Currently, DNNs have been widely utilized in the field of facial 

expression recognition, which are especially efficient for the 

task of facial expression recognition with high performance in 

terms of accuracy rate of recognition. The main reason is that 

DNNs can directly extract highly discriminative and high-level 

deep features of the raw data layer by layer which overcome the 

limitations of hand-crafted features. Moreover, the advent of 

large in-the-wild annotated databases of facial images further 

facilitates the development of the facial affective computing 

field, such as AffectNet [9] and RAF-DB [10], [11]. 

Unlike the methods mentioned above that use features based 

on the whole face for facial expression recognition, another 

solution divides the whole face into several parts based on the 

pre-defined action units (AUs) from Facial Action Coding 

System (FACS) [6], [7] and then decode the facial expressions 

to single AU or AU combinations. In the FACS, AUs represent 

the facial muscle movements and the specific facial expressions 

can be represented by the movements of one or more AUs. 

Therefore, the discriminative features of facial expression 

usually appear in the regions corresponding to some certain 

AUs which indicates the relationship between crucial regions 

and facial expression exists. Tian et al. [26] implemented AU 

recognition through facial landmarks and geometrical modeling 

and then use detected AUs for facial expression analysis 

according to the FACS. Yang et al. [27] and Zhong et al. [28] 

proposed feature selection schemes to automatically extract the 

features as the final representation for facial expression 

recognition from the local facial regions corresponding to some 

AUs, but it still used hand-crafted features. Recently, Li et al. 

[5] proposed a patch-based attention network to recognize 

facial expressions under occlusion which divided the whole 

face into several patches around the facial landmarks and 

selected the un-occluded regions for recognition. However, this 

method mainly focusses on the occlusion aware facial 

expression recognition which has limited performance in 

non-occlusion situations. 

Based on above analysis, inspired by the work in [5], we 

propose a Relation Convolutional Neural Network (ReCNN) 

which utilizes the relationship between facial regions and facial 

expressions. The major advantages of the proposed ReCNN are 

as follows: First, ReCNN extracts the high-level deep features 

layer-by-layer instead of hand-crafted features, which are more 

discriminative and robust for real-world scenarios; Second, 

ReCNN is an end-to-end network that adaptively captures the 

relationships between crucial regions and facial expressions 

and focuses on the most discriminative regions.  

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

We first present an overview of the proposed Relation 

Convolutional Neural Network (ReCNN) in this section and 

then introduce the details of each module in proposed network 

architecture. Finally, we give a description of the weighted loss 

function.  

A. Overview 

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the proposed ReCNN consists of 

three modules: feature extraction module, crucial region 

generation module and relation module. After face detection, 

ReCNN firstly extracts global feature maps of the whole face 

by feeding the given facial image into a pre-trained CNN model 

(VGGFace [4]). Using a fixed position cropping strategy, these 

global feature maps are cropped into sub-feature maps of two 

facial regions (eye and mouth) to obtain two local patches. 

Then, these sub-feature maps are fed into the two-level relation 

module. 

In the relation module, we use the value called relation 

weight to quantify the relationship between facial regions and 

facial expression. The first-level relation module uses the 

Relation Extraction Net to adaptively extract the coarse relation 

weights of two local patches and uses the relation weights to 

generate two local weighted vectors. The relation weights are 

used to denote the importance of the region to facial expression 

recognition. For the global feature maps of the whole face, we 

also do the same operation to generate a global weighted vector. 

We aggregate two local weighed vectors and one global 

weighted vector to a coarse global representation. Using a 

similar operation on the concatenation of each weighed feature 



  

vector and the coarse global representation, the second-level 

relation module further obtains a refined final representation. 

Finally, the whole network is optimized by minimizing the 

weighted loss function. 

B. Network Architecture 

As mentioned in Section II, the progress made in facial 

expression recognition so far mainly focuses on the whole face. 

In fact, the discriminative features of facial expression usually 

lie in specific crucial regions such as eye and mouth instead of 

the whole face. It is reasonable to infer that there is a certain 

relationship between sub-facial regions and facial expressions 

as described in FACS. To discover and utilize this relationship, 

inspired by [5], we design a ReCNN for facial expression 

recognition including three modules: feature extraction 

module, crucial region generation module and relation module 

(see Fig. 3). 

1) Feature extraction module: Feature extraction module is 

the first step of our proposed ReCNN. To obtain discriminative 

feature representation and reduce the number of parameters, a 

pre-trained CNN model is usually applied to extract feature 

maps. For the proposed ReCNN, a pre-trained VGGFace [4] 

model is used to extract global feature maps of the whole face 

in the feature extraction module. Since VGGFace is pre-trained 

for the face recognition task from 2D facial images, it fits well 

for the task of facial expression recognition. The extracted 

global feature maps 𝑀𝐺 of an input facial image 𝐼𝐹  is defined 

by: 

𝑀𝐺 = 𝐻(𝐼𝐹)𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙4       (1) 

where 𝐻(∙)𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙4 refers to the feature maps extracted from the 

pool4 layer of the VGGFace model.   

2) Crucial region generation module: In order to recognize 

facial expressions from relationships between crucial regions 

and facial expressions, the crucial region generation is a key 

and fundamental step. Since discriminative features of facial 

expression usually appear in some specific facial regions, to 

avoid unrepresentative regions, we utilize crucial region 

generation module to extract representative crucial regions for 

our ReCNN based on motions of facial muscles. 

The Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [6], [7] is a 

well-known system in the field of physiology and psychology,  

which is used to taxonomize human facial expressions. FACS 

utilizes a series of Action Units (AUs) to represent the basic 

movements of the muscle and defines each specific facial 

expression by a set of AUs. Fig. 4 shows six basic facial 

expressions expressed by AUs. 4. We select the eyes and the 

mouth as the crucial regions instead of the nose since fewer 

AUs appear around the nose for facial expressions. From Fig. 4, 

we can find that for six basic facial expressions most AUs 

happen around the eye and mouth region. For instance, lip 

corner puller (AU12) is used to represent the facial expression 

of happy. Therefore, regions around the eye and mouth have a 

significant contribution which can be considered as the crucial 

regions for facial expressions. 

To utilize the eye region and mouth region as crucial regions 

in our proposed ReCNN, it needs to design a strategy to 

automatically locate and obtain the proper eye and mouth 

region as regions that are too small or too large may result in 

fewer discriminative features or more redundant information. 

Different from the facial landmark-based region generation 

scheme in [5], we utilize a fixed position cropping strategy in 

our crucial region generation module to extract the eye region 

and mouth region. 

The fixed position cropping strategy mainly has three 

advantages. Firstly, according to FACS, the crucial region 

generation module focuses on the most discriminative regions 

namely eye and mouth to avoid interference of unrepresentative 

regions. Secondly, the fixed position cropping is a simple but 

effective strategy. This is because the recent methods for face 

detection and alignment can well detect and align facial images 

which make it easy to locate and obtain proper eye region and 

mouth region with a fixed position cropping. And these two 

fixed regions located on the upper face and lower face usually 

contain the eye and mouth in most cases. Compared with [5], 

 

Fig. 3. The framework of the proposed ReCNN. Given a facial image. ReCNN extracts global feature maps of the whole face through a pre-trained VGGFace [4] 
model. Then these feature maps from the Maxpooling layer (pool4 in VGGFace) are cropped into sub-feature maps including the eye and mouth region using a fixed 
position cropping strategy. These sub-feature maps are then processed by two convolutional layers and the global feature maps are also encoded using three 
convolutional layers and one Maxpooling layer. All the feature maps are fed into the relation module to obtain the final representation for facial expression recognition 
through a two-level structure and Relation Extraction Net. Finally, we use the weighted loss function as the softmax loss to optimize the whole network. 



  

the proposed method can extract the crucial facial regions on 

two fixed positions rather than rely on detected landmarks. And 

it can also reduce the complexity and size of the training model 

but achieve high performance. Finally, the proposed method 

conducts on the feature maps of the whole face rather other than 

on the input image, which is not sensitive to crucial regions 

misalignment [5]. 

Fig. 5 shows an example of generating crucial regions. The 

details of the strategy are described as follows. 

(a) We divide the whole face into 21 facial patches. 

Specifically, the width and height of the whole face are 

divided into seven and three equal parts respectively 

(shown in Fig. 5a). 

(b) The horizontal midlines of 𝐻1 and 𝐻2 are considered as 

the upside and bottom boundaries of eye region and the 

vertical midlines of 𝑊2  and 𝑊6  represent the left and 

right boundaries of eye region (see red line in Fig. 5b). 

Then, the rectangle region consists of above four red 

lines is taken as an eye region, shown in Fig. 5d. 

(c) For the mouth region, we select 5 facial patches from all 

21 facial patches of the whole face to cover the mouth 

region. The selected facial patches are  𝐻3𝑊2, 𝐻3𝑊3, 

 𝐻3𝑊4,  𝐻3𝑊5,  𝐻3𝑊6 (see green line in Fig. 5c). 

Using a fixed position cropping strategy, the crucial region 

generation module can automatically extract the crucial regions 

from the whole face in a fixed position and scale. To reduce the 

size of the training model and enlarge the receptive fields, we 

extract the crucial region of the eye and mouth on the feature 

maps from the feature extraction module (see Fig. 3) as in [5], 

which can obtain sub-feature maps of the eye and mouth region. 

These sub-feature maps are then fed into two convolutional 

layers. To ensure the performance, we use both the sub-feature 

maps of the eye and mouth region to represent the input facial 

image and the global feature maps of the whole face which can 

provide complementary information to maintain the 

performance. As shown in Fig. 3, we use three convolutional 

layers and one Maxpooling layer to encode the global feature 

maps 𝑀𝐺. The feature map set 𝑀 which is used to represent the 

input facial image is thus given by 

𝑀 = {𝑀1, 𝑀2, 𝑀3}       (2) 

where 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 are sub-feature maps of the eye and mouth 

region respectively, each with a size of 512 × 10 × 5; 𝑀3 is 

the global feature maps of the whole face which the size is  

512 × 7 × 7. 

3) Relation module: In order to discover and utilize the 

relationship between crucial regions and facial expressions, our 

ReCNN uses a two-level relation module which mainly 

consists of Relation Extraction Net as illustrated in Fig. 3. The 

first-level relation module is designed to compute first-level 

relation weights of the regions and obtain a coarse global 

representation. Then, the second-level relation module further 

computes the second-level relation weights and obtains a 

refined final representation by using the results from the 

first-level relation module. 

First-level relation module: In the first-level relation 

module, both of the feature maps of the whole face, eye and 

mouth are processed in two branches (see Fig. 3). In the first 

branch, we use a fully connected layer and a ReLU function to 

encode the input feature maps to the unweighted feature 

vectors. The second branch uses a Relation Extraction Net 

(yellow dashed rectangle in Fig. 3) which applies two fully 

connected layers, a ReLU function and a Sigmoid function to 

compute the relation weights reflecting the importance of the 

region to facial expression. Then, the unweighted feature 

vectors are weighed by the relation weights. Different from the 

concatenation operation in [5], we finally aggregate all weighed 

feature vectors to a coarse global representation. 

 

Fig. 4.  Six basic facial expressions expressed by AUs [8]. 

 

Fig. 5. The example of generating crucial regions (the facial image is from the 
AffectNet [9]). (a) illustrates all the obtained 21 facial patches. (b) shows 4 

boundaries that we take to cover the facial region around the eye. (c) donates 5 

facial patches that we select from all 21 facial patches to take as the mouth 
region. (d) and (e) display the selected eye and mouth region respectively. 
 



  

Mathematically, for instance, 𝑀𝑖 ∈ 𝑀 is the feature maps of 

the 𝑖 -th region which are extracted from the crucial region 

generation module. Taking the feature maps 𝑀𝑖 as the input of 

the first-level relation module, we firstly flatten 𝑀𝑖 to a vector 

𝑣𝑖  which can be represented as follows: 

𝑣𝑖 = 𝑅𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒(𝑀𝑖)       (3) 

In the first branch, we take 𝑣𝑖  as input and use a fully 

connected layer as well as a ReLU function to obtain the 

unweighted feature vector which can be computed as: 

𝑓𝑖 = 𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑢(𝑣𝑖𝑊1 + 𝑏1)       (4) 

where 𝑊1 and 𝑏1 denote the network’s weight matrix and bias 

vector in this fully connected layer; 𝑓𝑖  is an unweighted 

512-dimensional feature vector as shown in Fig. 3. 

Inspired by [5], we adopt the Relation Extraction Net to 

adaptively extract the relation weights of the crucial regions. In 

the second branch, a Relation Extraction Net consists of two 

fully connected layers, a ReLU function and a Sigmoid 

function. We use the following equation to present this network 

architecture mathematically which computes the first-level 

relation weight of the 𝑖-th region: 

𝑟𝑖 = 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑(𝑊3(𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑢(𝑣𝑖𝑊2 + 𝑏2)) +  𝑏3)     (5) 

where {𝑊2, 𝑏2}  and  {𝑊3, 𝑏3} are a set of parameters (weight 

matrix and bias vector) of two fully connected layers 

respectively; 𝑟𝑖  denotes the first-level relation weight which 

ranges from 0 to 1 because of the Sigmoid function. If the 

relations score is 1, it means that the region has the strongest 

relationship with the facial expression, while the value 0 means 

that the region is completely unimportant. 

Once the relation weight is computed, the first-level relation 

module utilizes the first-level relation weight  𝑟𝑖 to weight the 

feature vector 𝑓𝑖 which can obtain a weighted feature vector of 

the 𝑖-th region as follows: 

𝐹𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖 ∙ 𝑓𝑖     (6) 

where 𝐹𝑖 is the weighted feature vector of the 𝑖-th region; (∙) 

means the inner production. 

Finally, different from the concatenation operation in [5], we 

aggregate all weighed feature vectors of three regions including 

eye, mouth and whole face to a coarse global representation. 

The obtained global representation is given by, 

𝐹 = 𝐴𝑑𝑑(𝐹1, 𝐹2, 𝐹3)    (7) 

where 𝐹1, 𝐹2 and 𝐹3 are the weighted feature vectors of the eye 

region, mouth region and whole face respectively, each with a 

size of 512 dimensions; 𝐹 is the global representation with a 

dimension of 512. 

Second-level relation module: To obtain the refined final 

representation, the second-level relation module (shown in Fig. 

3) utilizes the relationship between unweighted feature vector 

of the region and the global representation which are both 

obtained from the first-level relation module. 

With an unweighted 512-dimensional feature vector 𝑓𝑖 of the 

𝑖-th region and the global representation 𝐹, the second-level 

relation module firstly takes a concatenation operation as 

follows: 

𝑓
𝑖

′
= 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡(𝑓𝑖 , 𝐹)       (8) 

where 𝑓
𝑖

′
 is the new feature vector with a size of 1024 

dimensions as shown in Fig. 3. 

Then, we use a Relation Extraction Net as in the first relation 

module to compute the second-level relation weight 𝑟𝑖

′
  

between the feature vector of the 𝑖-th region and the global 

representation. Therefore, the final relation weight 𝑅𝑖  can be 

represented as the product of priori first-level relation weight 𝑟𝑖 

and second-level relation weight 𝑟𝑖

′
. In the following stage, we 

generate a new weighted feature vector of 𝑖-th region utilizing 

an inner production operation with the final relation weight 𝑅𝑖, 

the new weighted feature vector is defined as: 

𝐹𝑖

′
= 𝑅𝑖 ∙  𝑓

𝑖

′
= 𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑖

′
∙ 𝑓

𝑖

′
    (9) 

Finally, we take a concatenation operation for all weighted 

vectors of eye, mouth and whole face to generate the refined 

final representation. The obtained final representation is given 

by, 

�̃� = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡(𝐹1

′
, 𝐹2

′
, 𝐹3

′
)    (10) 

where �̃� represents the final representation with a size of 3072 

dimensions which can be fed into the classifier to classify and 

recognize facial expressions.   

C. Loss Function 

The tasks of Facial expression recognition can be considered 

as a multi-class classification problem which usually utilizes 

Categorical Cross Entropy (CCE) loss function in most existing 

works. However, the phenomenon of data imbalance 

commonly appears in most existing databases due to the nature 

of expressions in the real world, which can lead to poor 

performance on the less represented category. Therefore, to 

overcome the influence of imbalance problem and improve the 

recognition rate, we modify the CCE loss function by assigning 

higher priority and weight to the less represented categories. 

The weighted CCE loss function is given by, 

𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑊𝐶𝐶𝐸 = − ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝𝑖)

𝑁

𝑖=1

          (11) 

where 𝑁 is the number of training images; 𝑝𝑖  and 𝑔𝑖  are the 

labels of prediction and ground truth; 𝑤𝑖  is the weight of the 

class which ground truth 𝑔𝑖 belongs to. We define the weight 



  

𝑤𝑖  as: 

𝑤𝑖 =
𝑁

𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑐

          (12) 

where 𝑛𝑖 is the number of images in the category which ground 

truth 𝑔𝑖 belongs to; 𝑛𝑐 represents the number of categories in 

the training set. When the data is balanced, the weighted loss 

function is equal to the conventional CCE loss function. During 

the training, compared with other categories, this loss function 

will highly penalize the wrong classification results from less 

represented categories. 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

In this section, we firstly give a description of experimental 

settings including the databases and some implementation 

details. We then evaluate our proposed ReCNN on the 

databases including basic and compound facial expressions and 

compare with other state-of-the-art approaches. Finally, we 

provide the analysis of ablation experiment. 

A. Databases 

To evaluate our approach, two large in-the-wild facial 

expression databases are used in our experiment, namely 

AffectNet [9] and RAF-DB [10], [11]. These two databases are 

challenging since they provide large-scale of facial images 

from real-world scenarios. The sample images from AffectNet 

and RAF-DB databases are illustrated in Fig. 6 and their details 

are provided in Table 1. 

AffectNet: The AffectNet database which provides over 1M 

in the wild facial images is one of the largest databases in the 

research field of facial affective computing. About 440,000 

facial images have been manually annotated with the category 

or intensity of facial expression. In our experiment, as shown in 

Table 1, we use the images with 7 facial expression categories 

as the training set which contains about 283,901 samples. We 

conduct the experiment on the validation set of the AffectNet 

database to evaluate the proposed method due to the test set is 

still unavailable. The validation set totally includes about 3,500 

facial images, 500 samples for each category. 

RAF-DB: RAF-DB database includes seven basic facial 

expressions and twelve compound facial expressions, which 

includes around 30,000 facial images in total. It is a large-scale 

database since it is collected from the wild environment with 

significant changes in subjects’ attributes, illumination, 

occlusions, etc. As shown in Table 1, the facial images with 7 

categories of facial expressions are used in our experiment, 

which contain about 12,271 facial images in training set and 

3,068 facial images in test set. 

B. Implementation Details 

In the preprocessing stage, we first roughly aligned all the 

images using similarity transformation according to the 

annotated facial landmarks from the database.  According to the 

annotated face bounding box from the database, we then crop 

these images and resize all the cropped images to the size of 

224×224px. We implemented the network structure of 

proposed ReCNN illustrated in Fig. 3 using the TensorFlow 

framework. For ReCNN, to improve performance and reduce 

computational complexity, we used pre-trained VGGFace [4] 

as the backbone network in the feature extraction module since 

its excellent performance in face recognition. The first ten 

convolutional layers were chosen as the feature maps extractor. 

And then the extracted feature maps were fed into the crucial 

region generation module to extract the sub-feature maps of 

two crucial regions (eye and mouth) and the feature maps of the 

whole face with a fixed position cropping strategy.  

The proposed ReCNN was trained through an 8 GB NVIDIA 

GeForce GTX 1080 GPU on a desktop PC with a 4.20GHz Intel 

Core i7 processor, 16 GB of RAM memory. Since the 

phenomenon of data imbalance appears in the training samples 

of databases (shown in Table. 1), the weighted Categorical 

Cross Entropy loss function were used in our experiment which 

can overcome the influence of data imbalance and improve the 

recognition rate. The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method 

 

Fig. 6.  Examples of facial expression images from the databases. From left to 

right: (a) AffectNet, (b) RAF-DB. 

TABLE 1 
THE DETAILS OF DATABASE FOR FACIAL EXPRESSION RECOGNITION 

INCLUDING THE EXPRESSION CATEGORIES, TRAINING, AND TEST 

SAMPLES. 

Database 

AffectNet RAF-DB 

Training 

Samples 

Test 

Samples 

Training 

Samples 

Test 

Samples 

Neutral 74,874 500 2,524 680 

Happy 134,415 500 4,772 1,185 

Sad 25,459 500 1,982 478 

Surprise 14,090 500 1,290 329 

Fear 6,378 500 281 74 

Disgust 3,803 500 717 160 

Anger 24,882 500 705 162 

Total 283,901 3500 12,271 3,068 

 



  

were utilized to optimize the whole network. During the 

training process, the momentum of SGD was set as 0.9. For the 

learning rate, we initially set it as 0.01 and reduced it by step 

decay policy which divided it by 10 after each 20K iterations. 

The batch size was set as 64 and the total iterations in the 

training stage was 50K. During the evaluation stage, the metric 

of accuracy which commonly used in the evaluation of the 

classification task was used to evaluate the proposed method. 

C. Experiment on AffectNet Database 

To evaluate our proposed ReCNN, seven facial expressions 

(Neutral, Happy, Sad, Surprise, Fear, Disgust and Anger) in the 

AffectNet validation set which includes 500 samples for each 

category were used. The examples of seven facial expressions 

are shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 illustrates the confusion matrix based 

on ReCNN for facial expression recognition and the accuracy 

for each category of facial expressions by using our method. 

The accuracy of Happy is 87.6% which is the highest among 

the seven facial expressions. There are two facial expressions 

(Disgust and Anger) with the lowest accuracies under 60% 

which are 54.4% and 59.0% respectively. The accuracy of other 

facial expressions is Neutral (62.4%), Sad (59.4%), Surprise 

(60.0%), Fear (65.6%) respectively. The average accuracy of 

the proposed ReCNN on the AffectNet validation set is about 

64.06%. 

The further evaluation is to compare the performance of 

proposed ReCNN with the current state-of-the-art approaches 

in [5] including VGG16, DLP-CNN, GAN-Inpainting, 

pACNN, and gACNN, and ensemble CNN [50]. Table 2 

illustrates the comparison of accuracies using different methods 

on the AffectNet. The last column in Table 2 shows the average 

accuracy of our method. As shown in Table 2, it is obvious that 

the proposed method has superior performance in terms of 

recognition accuracy compared with state-of-the-art methods 

with a 12.95% to 1.95% improvement in seven categories. 

D. Experiment on RAF-DB Database 

The RAF-DB database including 3,068 facial image samples 

with six basic facial expressions and neutral was also used to 

evaluate the proposed ReCNN. Fig. 6 shows samples of seven 

facial expressions in RAF-DB database. We illustrated the 

confusion matrix of the proposed method on the RAF-DB 

database in Fig. 8. The confusion matrix shows that our 

ReCNN achieves the average accuracy of 87.06%.  Moreover, 

 

Fig. 7. The confusion matrix of the proposed method on the AffectNet 
database. 

 

Fig. 8. The confusion matrix of the proposed method on the RAF-DB 

database. 

TABLE 3 

COMPARISON OF ACCURACIES (%) USING DIFFERENT METHODS ON 

RAF-DB. THE HIGHEST RESULTS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD. 

 Method Year Accuracy 

Simonyan et al. [45] VGG16 2014 80.96 

Zhao et al. [46] DLP-CNN 2017 80.89 

Li et al. [10] DLP-CNN 2017 82.84 
Liu et al. [54] Boosting-POOF 2017 79.70 

Kuo et al. [51] FSM 2018 72.21 

Yu et al. [47] GAN-Inpainting 2018 81.87 
Zhao et al. [52] FSN 2018 81.10 

Li et al. [48] pACNN 2018 83.27 

Fan et al. [49] MRE-CNN 2018 82.63 
Liu et al. [55] DenseNet 2018 83.86 

Lian et al. [44] CNN 2019 82.69 

Li et al. [11] DLP-CNN 2019 84.13 
Florea et al. [53] VGG16+ALT 2019 84.50 

Li et al. [56] APM-VGG 2019 85.17 

Li et al. [5] gACNN 2019 85.07 
Zhang et al. [58] IE-DBN 2020 84.75 

Ours ReCNN 2021 87.06 

 

TABLE 2 

COMPARISON OF ACCURACIES (%) USING DIFFERENT METHODS ON 

AFFECTNET. THE HIGHEST RESULTS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD. 

 Method Year Accuracy 

Simonyan et al. [45] VGG16 2014 51.11 

Zhao et al. [46] DLP-CNN 2017 54.47 

Yu et al. [47] GAN-Inpainting 2018 52.97 
Li et al. [48] pACNN 2018 55.33 

Li et al. [5] gACNN 2019 58.78 

Hua et al. [50] Ensemble CNN 2019 62.11 
Ours ReCNN 2021 64.06 

 



  

the accuracy of Happiness can reach 94.35% which is the most 

easily recognized among all facial expressions. These two 

expressions with lowest accuracy in seven facial expressions 

are Fear (64.86%) and Disgust (58.75%). Additionally, the 

accuracy of other facial expressions is 86.93% (Surprise), 

85.36% (Sadness), 79.01% (Anger) and 86.62% (Neutral) 

respectively. 

We also compared the proposed method with state-of-the-art 

approaches on the RAF-DB database (see Table 3). Since few 

state-of-the-art approaches used the confusion matrix diagonal 

average value as the evaluation metric, to achieve a fair 

comparison, we converted them to average accuracy like in 

most existing works. Li et al. [11] proposed a DLP-CNN 

network for facial expressions recognition which achieved an 

accuracy of 84.13% on average. The higher accuracies of FER 

were achieved with gACNN [5] and APM-VGG [56], which 

are 85.07% and 85.17%, respectively.  Compared with above 

approaches for facial expression recognition, our method has a 

superior recognition accuracy which is 87.06% on average.  

E. Experiment on Compound Facial Expressions 

To further investigate the proposed ReCNN, we evaluated its 

performance of recognizing compound facial expression on the 

RAF-DB database. The RAF-DB database also includes twelve 

compound facial expressions: Happily Surprised (HS), Happily 

Disgusted (HD), Sadly Fearful (SF), Sadly Angry (SA), Sadly 

Surprised (SS), Sadly Disgusted (SD), Fearfully Angry (FA), 

Fearfully Surprised (FS), Angrily Surprised (AS), Angrily 

Disgusted (AD) and Disgustedly Surprised (DS). Fig. 9 shows 

the examples of compound facial expressions from RAF-DB 

database.  

RAF-DB database totally contains 792 test samples of 

compound facial expressions. For compound facial expression 

recognition, we discarded the facial expression of fearfully 

disgusted during the training process since it only has 8 images 

which are too few compared with others. We used eleven 

categories of compound facial expressions in the training stage, 

3,162 images in total. To the best of our knowledge, compound 

facial expression recognition that we implement is a rare work 

on the latest RAF-DB database. It is because that the compound 

facial expressions are more complex and more difficult to be 

detected compared with the basic facial expressions. Moreover, 

it still remains a great challenge due to the lack of training data. 

Therefore, we only compared with four baseline methods from 

RAF-DB database reported in [11] including conventional 

hand-crafted feature methods and deep learning methods. We 

used both confusion matrix diagonal average value of 11 

compound facial expressions and regular accuracy for a fair 

comparison.  

Table 4 shows the comparison results on the RAF-DB 

database between the proposed ReCNN and other approaches. 

From the Table 4, we can conclude observations as follows. 

First, among the baseline methods, the best classification 

accuracy is 57.95% for DLP-CNN. And the accuracy decreases 

to 44.55% when the evaluation metric is the confusion matrix 

diagonal average value. Second, the proposed ReCNN achieves 

the best performance among these methods with a classification 

accuracy of 61.62% and an average accuracy of 46.08%, which 

are 3.67% and 1.53% higher than DLP-CNN, respectively. We 

also provided the accuracies of eleven compound facial 

 

Fig. 9. Some examples of twelve-class compound facial expressions picked from RAF-DB. 

TABLE 4 

COMPARISON OF ACCURACIES (%) USING DIFFERENT METHODS ON 

COMPOUND FACIAL EXPRESSIONS FROM RAF-DB. THE HIGHEST 

RESULTS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD. 

Method Average Accuracy 

SVM+HOG 33.65 51.89 

SVM+Gabor 35.76 53.54 

baseDCNN 40.17 56.69 
DLP-CNN 44.55 57.95 

ReCNN (Ours) 46.08 61.62 

 

TABLE 5 
COMPARISON OF ACCURACIES (%) ON ELEVEN COMPOUND FACIAL EXPRESSIONS FROM RAF-DB.  

THE HIGHEST RESULTS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD. 

 HS HD SF SA SS SD FA FS AS AD DS Avg 

DLP-CNN [11] 79.3 38.3 31.8 30.3 22.2 64.5 63.6 62.1 28.9 60.3 8.6 44.55 

ReCNN (Ours) 77.78 38.3 18.8 27.27 16.67 69.5 66.67 70.69 23.68 74.71 22.86 46.08 

 



  

expressions and their comparison with DLP-CNN in Table 5. 

Compared with DLP-CNN, the proposed ReCNN outperforms 

DLP-CNN in average accuracy and five categories of facial 

expressions. The results indicate that our proposed ReCNN is 

also applicable for compound facial expression recognition. 

F. Ablation Experiment 

To investigate the relationship between crucial facial regions 

and facial expressions and better understand our proposed 

ReCNN, we conducted a quantitative analysis of our method 

for facial expression recognition through the ablation 

experiment. The ablation experiment was validated on the 

AffectNet database. 

Effect of different crucial regions in ReCNN: We first 

evaluated the effect of each crucial region in our proposed 

ReCNN. Table 6 shows that: (1) The lowest accuracy is about 

62.21% when recognizing facial expressions focusing on the 

whole face only. (2) It is obvious that when applying the eye 

region or mouth region strategy, the performance is better than 

that of using the whole face only. It demonstrates that there are 

certain relationships between crucial regions and facial 

expressions reflecting the representativeness among individual 

facial expressions. Moreover, we can see that there is a similar 

performance on the recognition rates which is 62.82% and 

62.91%, respectively. One possible reason is that although the 

crucial region can further improve the performance, according 

to FACS, some facial expressions share the same AUs in the 

eye region and mouth region which is not easy to distinguish 

them by using AUs from only one region. (3) The combination 

of three parts including the whole face, eye and mouth region 

gives further performance boost with an accuracy of 64.06%. 

The experimental results are consistent with FACS since using 

a combination of AUs from the eye and mouth region can 

express the specific facial expressions. It shows that the 

proposed ReCNN is capable of discovering and utilizing the 

relationships between the crucial regions and facial expressions 

to further improve the facial expression recognition 

performance. 

Effect of relation modules in ReCNN: We further 

evaluated the effect of relation modules in our proposed 

ReCNN. Table 7 shows the results of the ablation experiment, 

which includes three network structures: (1) ReCNN without 

relation modules; (2) ReCNN with the 1st-level relation 

module; (3) ReCNN with the combination of 1st-level and 

2nd-level relation module. From Table 7, the network without 

relation modules achieves the lowest accuracy of 62.21% 

among the three kinds of network structure. Combining with 

the 1st-level relation module, the network has an improvement 

of 1.39% in the recognition rate which demonstrates the 

feasibility of the 1st-level relation module for performance 

improvement. This is because the 1st-level relation module can 

adaptively compute the relation weights reflecting the 

importance of the region to facial expression and thus focus on 

the most discriminative regions. After adding the 2nd-level 

relation module, the performance of the network can be further 

boosted with an accuracy of 64.06%. The main reason is that 

the 2nd-level relation module can further obtain a refined final 

representation using the results from the 1st-level relation 

module. The 1st-level relation module is used to compute 

coarse 1st-level relation weights between subnetwork features 

from local facial regions and obtain an initial global 

representation. Since this global representation from the 

1st-level relation module contains information of all the facial 

regions, the 2nd-level relation module further computes the 

refined 2nd-level relation weights by using the relationship 

between subnetwork features and the global representation 

from the 1st-level relation module and then obtains a final 

representation for facial expression recognition. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we propose a novel relation-aware method for 

facial expression recognition called Relation Convolutional 

Neural Network (ReCNN). The proposed ReCNN is an 

end-to-end architecture which can adaptively capture the 

relationships between crucial regions and facial expressions 

and focus on the most discriminative regions to generate the 

discriminative representation of facial expressions based on the 

relationship. ReCNN has superior recognition performance 

compared with state-of-the-art approaches on the in-the-wild 

databases including the basic facial expressions and compound 

facial expressions. Ablation experiments show the relationship 

between crucial regions and facial expressions can significantly 

improve the recognition performance.  

However, the imbalance problem of the training data and its 

impact on the performance is not addressed in detail in this 

paper, which may affect the network performance. The 

performance of the proposed ReCNN may also be affected by 

non-frontal faces because texture information of non-frontal 

face is more difficult to recognize and there are very limited 

common features between frontal faces and nonfrontal faces. In 

addition, the nonfrontal facial shapes and position relationship 

of facial organs are distorted. In the future, we will generate 

synthetic facial expression data as an alternative solution to 

overcome the training data imbalance issue [36], [57]. And 

TABLE 6 
EVALUATION OF EFFECT OF DIFFERENT CRUCIAL REGIONS IN RECNN ON 

AFFECTNET DATABASE. THE HIGHEST RESULTS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN 

BOLD. 

Accuracy Face Eye region Mouth region 

62.21 √   
62.82 √ √  
62.91 √  √ 
64.06 √ √ √ 

 
TABLE 7 

EVALUATION OF EFFECT OF RELATION MODULES IN RECNN ON 

AFFECTNET DATABASE. THE HIGHEST RESULTS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN 

BOLD. 

Accuracy 
1st-level 

relation 

2nd-level 

relation 

62.21   

63.60 √  

64.06 √ √ 

 



  

since ReCNN has limited performance on non-frontal facial 

images, we will explore the use of face frontalization method 

[34], [35] to further improve the facial expression recognition 

performance. 
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